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Abstract14
Recent developments in earthquake forecasting models have demonstrated the need for15
a robust method for identifying which model components are most beneficial to under-16
standing spatial patterns of seismicity. Borrowing from ecology, we use Log-Gaussian Cox17
process models to describe the spatially varying intensity of earthquake locations. These18
models are constructed using elements which may influence earthquake locations, includ-19
ing the underlying fault map and past seismicity models, and a random field to account20
for any excess spatial variation that cannot be explained by deterministic model com-21
ponents. Comparing the alternative models allows the assessment of the performance22
of models of varying complexity composed of different components, and therefore iden-23
tifies which elements are most useful for describing the distribution of earthquake loca-24
tions. We demonstrate the effectiveness of this approach using synthetic data and by mak-25
ing use of the earthquake and fault information available for California, including an ap-26
plication to the 2019 Ridgecrest sequence. We show the flexibility of this modelling ap-27
proach and how it might be applied in areas where we do not have the same abundance28
of detailed information. We find results consistent with existing literature on the per-29
formance of past seismicity models, that slip rates are beneficial for describing the spa-30
tial locations of larger magnitude events and that strain rate maps can constrain the spa-31
tial limits of seismicity in California. We also demonstrate that maps of distance to the32
nearest fault can benefit spatial models of seismicity, even those that also include the pri-33
mary fault geometry used to construct them.34
Plain Language Summary35
Recently many statistical models for earthquake occurrence have been developed36
with the aim of improving earthquake forecasting. Several different underlying factors37
might control the location of earthquakes, but testing the significance of each of these38
factors with traditional approaches has not been straightforward and has restricted how39
well we can combine different successful model elements. We present a new approach us-40
ing a point process model to map the spatial intensity of events. This method allows us41
to combine maps of factors which might affect the location of earthquakes with a ran-42
dom element that accounts for other spatial variation. This allows us to rapidly com-43
pare models with different components to see which are most helpful for describing the44
observed locations. We demonstrate this approach using synthetic data and real data45
from California as a whole and the 2019 Ridgecrest sequence in particular. Slip rates are46
found to be beneficial for explaining the spatial distribution of large magnitude events47
and strain rates are found useful for constraining spatial limits of observed seismicity.48
Constructing a fault-distance map can also improve models where many events cannot49
be directly linked to an individual fault.50
1 Introduction51
For a variety of reasons, including the lack of clear, reliable precursors, and the in-52
herent non-linearity and complexity of the underlying process, the deterministic predic-53
tion of individual earthquakes remains an elusive goal (Jordan et al., 2011). Instead the54
focus has shifted to forecasting the probability of occurrence of a population of events55
in space and time, in an attempt to determine the degree of predictability of earthquakes56
(Vere-Jones, 1995; Field, 2007; Jordan & Jones, 2010). In order to make reliable fore-57
casts, it is necessary to understand as much as possible about the spatio-temporal be-58
haviour of earthquakes and the underlying processes that drive them.59
Statistical point process models have been used to describe earthquake occurrence60
for many years (Vere-Jones & Davies, 1966; Vere-Jones, 1970; Ogata, 1998). The aim61
of these models is to describe the occurrence of earthquakes as a series of points in time,62
space, or both, with an appropriate ’mark’ such as earthquake magnitude. With the cre-63
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ation of the Epidemic-Type Aftershock Sequence (ETAS) model and development of ro-64
bust methods to estimate parameter values (Ogata, 1988; Ogata & Zhuang, 2006; Ogata,65
2011; Veen & Schoenberg, 2008), point process models have been applied extensively in66
statistical seismology. For example the ETAS model is widely used for catalogue sim-67
ulation and model testing (Helmstetter & Sornette, 2002a, 2002b, 2003; Helmstetter, 2003;68
Helmstetter et al., 2005; Nandan et al., 2017; Seif et al., 2017), as well as being used in69
aftershock forecasting models (Marzocchi et al., 2014; Taroni et al., 2018; Rhoades et al.,70
2018).71
The uniform California earthquake rupture forecast (UCERF) is a fault-based model72
for forecasting seismicity in the state of California. The most recent implementations of73
this model (UCERF3) include a time-independent model that assumes the process is sta-74
tistically stationary and memoryless (Field et al., 2014), a long-term time-dependent model75
incorporating memory of large past events (Field et al., 2015) and a short-term time-76
dependent forecast model (Field et al., 2017) which makes use of the ETAS model to fore-77
cast aftershock activity. These models are used in parallel in hazard assessment for the78
state of California for different applications, and consist of four main components: a fault79
model for the physical locations and architecture of known faults; slip rate models that80
estimate the slip and creep estimates for each individual fault from geodetic and geo-81
logical data; event rate models which describe the long-term rate of earthquakes through-82
out the area; and a probability model that describes the likelihood of an earthquake oc-83
curring within a specified time period. The time-dependent models also include long-84
term renewal and short-term clustering processes, while the time-independent model is85
applied to probabilistic seismic hazard assessment (PSHA). Typically, different model86
configurations are selected by use of a logic tree, where each branch is given a weight-87
ing determined by expert judgement through workshops. This approach allows the con-88
struction of models containing different information which will then be included in a full89
rupture forecast model and allows the inclusion of uncertainties in model parameters.90
In the case of UCERF3, this results in a logic tree with a total of 5760 branches, requir-91
ing the use of high power computing facilities to produce the resulting forecast models.92
The idea of hybrid forecasting models is not a new one. Marzocchi et al. (2012) sug-93
gest a Bayesian method for combining models and ranking them based on their respec-94
tive Bayes factor. Rhoades et al. (2014) proposed multiplicative combinations of mod-95
els from the RELM project to improve the forecasting ability of models compared to a96
smoothed seismicity model. Rhoades et al. (2015) expanded on this approach and ap-97
plied it to events in New Zealand, in which they included a covariate that accounted for98
the distance to a mapped fault. In each of these examples there is a requirement for in-99
dividual forecasts to be developed before combination and for the user to determine a100
weight for the individual model components, an issue which is highlighted particularly101
in Marzocchi et al. (2012). Nevertheless, there remains a significant component of epis-102
temic uncertainty due to lack of data, notably on the occurrence rates of large magni-103
tude events.104
In this paper we address the question: how can we be sure which components of105
the model are most useful in describing the seismicity in a data-driven approach, i.e. with-106
out recourse to expert judgement? Seismology currently lacks both a straightforward method107
for the objective combination of useful earthquake data and a robust framework for the108
rapid evaluation of seismicity models with a full description of the associated uncertainty.109
Here we present a possible solution - the application of integrated nested Laplace approx-110
imations (INLA) for the spatial modelling of earthquake data by modelling seismicity111
as a log-Gaussian Cox process (LGCP). Once the most useful model components are iden-112
tified these can be applied in a straightforward way to prospective forecasting models.113
We begin by outlining the theory underlying the INLA method, and justifying its use114
in a seismological context. We then demonstrate the ease with which models describ-115
ing the longer-term spatial distribution of seismicity can be constructed and compared116
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using synthetic data and data used in the UCERF3 model. We highlight how INLA can117
be used to straightforwardly assess the contribution of different components of a model,118
how well each component can describe the observed spatial distribution of events, and119
how the inclusion of a random field in the analysis can help us identify what our model120
is lacking.121
2 Theory122
The earliest point process models for earthquakes were discussed by Vere-Jones (1970),123
who lamented that the mathematical methods required to evaluate these models did not124
exist at the time. Early models by Ogata (1988) demonstrated how point processes could125
be used for the temporal modelling of earthquake sequences, by combining the Poisson126
rate of independent or ‘background’ earthquakes and the Omori law for dependent af-127
tershock events to account for temporal clustering. Though the ETAS model has seen128
many improvements over the years, the question of the most suitable spatial model for129
a spatio-temporal ETAS model still remains. An isotropic inverse power law distribu-130
tion is often used (Ogata & Zhuang, 2006; Werner et al., 2011) though more general spa-131
tial kernels were proposed by (Ogata, 1998) and sophisticated alternatives that include132
fault data and Coulomb stress changes have also been suggested (Bach & Hainzl, 2012).133
By stacking global data, (Huc & Main, 2003) showed an inverse power law with an ex-134
ponential tail was the most appropriate global average, implying a correlation length for135
triggering similar to the seismogenic thickness. An alternative point process approach136
would be to consider the spatial distribution of events first, and then extend such a model137
to be fully spatio-temporal. Given that the spatial intensity of earthquake occurrence138
is known to vary, and to be associated with underlying sub-surface conditions which can-139
not be directly observed, a method that allows a quantitative description of the stochas-140
tic nature of earthquakes in space is required. Here we propose to solve this problem by141
adopting a log-Gaussian Cox process (LGCP) which models a spatially-varying inten-142
sity process as a function of deterministic and stochastic effects. Such models can be rapidly143
constructed and evaluated using integrated nested Laplace approximations (INLA). Be-144
low, we outline the theory behind LGCPs and the INLA method for fitting them. INLA145
is a computationally-efficient way to construct models, so we can construct models with146
different combinations of potentially useful components and compare their performance147
with appropriate methods.148
2.1 LGCPs and INLA149
Log-Gaussian Cox processes are a popular class of model for spatial variability in150
ecology, as they allow some observed spatial pattern to be described by some determin-151
istic location effects and a ‘random field’ component which describes any remaining spa-152
tial variability. Observations can then be modelled with a spatially-varying intensity func-153
tion that describes a continuous stochastic process as a function of combined stochas-154
tic and deterministic effects (Diggle et al., 2013). Where current point process models155
for seismicity began by describing the temporal distribution of earthquakes, Log-Gaussian156
Cox processes aim to model the spatial variation of events using an inhomogeneous Pois-157
son process, which can be extended to a fully spatio-temporal marked point process. In158
the case of earthquake data, our ‘deterministic’ model components will inevitably still159
contain uncertainty, and can range from observed data such as fault maps to spatial data160
models, such as smoothed seismicity or strain rate models.161
The integrated nested Laplace approximation (INLA) approach is a computation-162
ally efficient alternative to Markov-chain Monte-Carlo (MCMC) approaches to Bayesian163
model fitting. The INLA method is incredibly flexible and has been widely applied to164
point process datasets in ecology (Illian et al., 2012; Sadykova et al., 2017; Dutra Silva165
et al., 2017; Yuan et al., 2017) and to some natural hazard examples including tornado166
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(Gómez-Rubio et al., 2015), wildfire (Dı́az-Avalos et al., 2016) and landslide modelling167
(Lombardo et al., 2018).168
2.1.1 Log-Gaussian Cox processes (LGCP)169
Sometimes called the doubly stochastic Poisson process, the Cox process (Cox, 1955)170
is a generalisation of the Poisson process where the process intensity λ is itself stochas-171
tic in nature. Vere-Jones (1970) proposed using the Cox process to describe the spatial172
distribution of earthquakes, if clustering were removed. A log-Gaussian Cox process is173
a special case of the Cox process where the rate of events is determined by some under-174
lying random field, which is assumed to be Gaussian in nature and vary spatially. The175
construction of these models allows the user to specify underlying factors that might de-176
scribe the observed spatial distribution, for example how underlying soil characteristics177
might affect the location of a certain tree species (Illian et al., 2012). Multiple under-178
lying factors can be included in the spatially-varying intensity function to account for179
the observed spatial distribution of events. A random field can then also be added, which180
describes the remaining spatial structure which cannot be captured by more determin-181
istic effects.182
For a homogeneous Poisson process with intensity λ, the intensity can be modelled183
as184
λ = eβ0 (1)
for any positive intensity such that β0 is an intercept term representing the mean of the185
intensity. For an inhomogeneous Poisson process with spatially-varying intensity we can186
also add a Gaussian random field ζ(s) which accounts for spatial correlation in the ob-187
served points. This gives us188
λ(s) = eβ0+ζ(s) (2)
where we can consider the exponentiated term a linear predictor such that η = β0 +189
ζ(s). Again β0 represents a mean intensity, but the random field ζ(s) captures the fluc-190
tuations about β0. A log Gaussian Cox process is then a model where the point inten-191
sity λ can be described as:192
λ(s) = eη(s) (3)
The observed spatially-varying intensity can also be modelled as193
log(λ(s)) = β0 +
M∑
m=1
βmxm(s) + ζ(s) (4)
where βm are linear covariates that may influence the spatially-varying intensity194
of the points. These explain the observed spatial variation in the intensity of the pro-195
cess, with the spatially-varying Gaussian random field ζ(s) accounting for the fluctua-196
tions in intensity that the deterministic covariates cannot fully explain. More compli-197
cated, non-linear functions can also be included in the linear-predictor. In this way, ζ(s)198
describes variation of point intensity that is not accounted for by other model compo-199
nents and therefore highlights the spatial areas in which the model components are not200
sufficient to describe observed spatial patterns of intensity.201
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2.1.2 Integrated nested Laplace approximations (INLA)202
To fit an LGCP model in a Bayesian manner, it is necessary to estimate the pos-203
terior distributions of the model parameters θ. Traditionally, Markov-Chain Monte-Carlo204
(MCMC) methods may have been used, however these are time-consuming to fit and pro-205
hibit the use of complex models. Where MCMC takes many samples from a posterior206
distribution, the integrated nested Laplace approximation (INLA) method (Rue et al.,207
2009) makes use of a series of approximations to estimate posterior distributions. With-208
out the need for many iterations and the concerns of convergence associated with MCMC,209
INLA is a computationally efficient alternative for Bayesian analysis for models such as210
the LGCP where a latent Gaussian component is assumed. INLA is less generally ap-211
plicable than MCMC because of the requirement for the latent Gaussian structure. Taylor212
and Diggle (2014) argue that an MCMC approach allows for a more flexible model and213
better analysis of joint posteriors than INLA. Teng et al. (2017) discuss different Bayesian214
approaches to the analysis of LGCP models, including different implementations of the215
INLA model, including the approach with stochastic partial differential equations that216
we use in this paper. In this paper we have chosen to use INLA due to the speed and217
ease of application facilitated by recent software developments, allowing rapid model con-218
figuration and comparisons.219
The basic idea is described in Rue et al. (2009). Some observed data xi can be de-220
scribed by a parameter vector θ, and each element of θ can be described by some hy-221
perparameters ψ = {ψi...ψk} in a hierarchical Bayesian model. The INLA method aims222
to evaluate the marginal posteriors for each element of the parameter vector θ, which223
can be written as224
p(θi|x) =
∫
p(θi, ψ|x)dψ =
∫
p(θi|ψ, x)p(ψ|x)dψ (5)
and for each element of the hyperparameter vector, ψ, which can be written225
p(ψk|x) =
∫
p(ψ|x)dψ−k (6)
where dψ−k is all other components of ψ except k.226
It is necessary to calculate the joint posterior of the hyperparameters p(ψ|x) to cal-227
culate the posterior marginal distributions of the hyperparameters (equation 6), and also228
to calculate p(θi|ψ, x) in order to solve equation 5 for the posteriors of each of the pa-229
rameters θi. INLA does this by using Laplace approximations, nested because they are230
required for both p(ψ|x) and p(θi|ψ, x). INLA makes a Gaussian approximation of p(ψ|x)231
which can be written p̃(ψ|x), and a simplified Laplace approximation using a Taylor ex-232
pansion of the approximation of p̃(θi|ψ, x). The main limitation of such an approach is233
the use of the Laplace approximation, which assumes that a smooth, peaked posterior234
distribution can be approximated by a Gaussian.235
The posterior marginals can then be approximated with236
p(θi|x) ≈
∫
p̃(θi|ψ, x)p̃(ψ|x)dψ (7)
which can be solved numerically through a finite weighted sum. This is a suitable ap-237
proximation when the posterior marginals are roughly Gaussian in nature, but can also238
accommodate less-Gaussian posteriors, as discussed at length in Rue et al. (2009) and239
Rue et al. (2017).240
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2.1.3 Gaussian fields and Matérn correlation241
Gaussian fields are a useful mathematical concept that can be used to model un-242
derlying or latent processes. In the LGCP framework outlined here, a Gaussian field ζ243
is used to model spatial variation not accounted for by the deterministic model compo-244
nents, βm, as in equation 4. In this way, the Gaussian random field models the spatial245
structure by accounting for any spatial correlation between events. The combination of246
the random field and deterministic covariates models the intensity of the LGCP. We de-247
fine the Gaussian field ζ as248
ζ(s) ∼ GaussianField(0,Σ) (8)
where the mean = 0 and the covariance is Σ. Calculating the covariance can be tricky,249
so instead of calculating all the values independently, a standard correlation function can250
be used to describe the correlation between points, and the area over which such cor-251
relation extends. A Matérn correlation function can be used to define the covariance such252
that253
Σ = CovM = σ
2CorrM (9)
where σ2 is some variance parameter and CovM and CorrM are the Matérn covariance254
and correlation respectively. The Matérn correlation is specified as255
CorrM =
21−ν
Γ(ν)
(κ‖si − sj‖)νKν(κ‖si − sj‖) (10)
where si and sj are the spatial positions of observations i and j, and ‖si−sj‖ describes256
the Euclidean distance between these points. Kν is a Bessel function, and the correla-257
tion has parameters κ and ν. Assuming that ν = 1, the equation simplifies to have de-258
pendence only on κ and the distance between points. The Matérn correlation function259
describes the distances over which points within the model have some correlation, such260
that if the parameter κ is smaller there is more long-range spatial dependency.261
With this approach, the parameters required to describe the underlying Gaussian262
random field are simply σ2 and κ. This will still be time consuming to compute, unless263
we make the assumption that variation within the random field will only be on a local264
scale. If we can make the assumption that the underlying field is Markovian, such that265
only neighbouring points will have non-zero correlation, the correlation matrix becomes266
sparse. Such an assumption approximates the random field with a Gaussian Markov ran-267
dom field (GMRF). (Lindgren et al., 2011) provided an explicit link between Gaussian268
random fields and Gaussian Markov random fields that allows Gaussian random fields269
with Matérn covariance to be approximated by GMRFs even in cases where the spatial270
correlation structure is long range. The Matérn correlation structure is an extremely pop-271
ular and flexible correlation structure used widely in a variety of spatial modelling ap-272
plications (Guttorp & Gneiting, 2006).273
2.1.4 Stochastic partial differential equations (SPDE) and mesh con-274
struction275
The INLA approach can be used with continuous domain random field models as276
described by Lindgren et al. (2011) and Simpson et al. (2012), leading to the applica-277
tion of the method to a range of complex spatial and spatio-temporal models (Blangiardo278
& Cameletti, 2013; Gómez-Rubio et al., 2015; Lindgren & Rue, 2015). Essentially, this279
requires defining a mesh on which to construct the point process model, such that the280
random field can be evaluated at each mesh vertex. Lindgren et al. (2011) detailed how281
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random field models can be described by solutions of sets of stochastic partial differen-282
tial equations (SPDEs). The parameters of the SPDEs are directly linked to the param-283
eters of the Matérn correlation, so solving the SPDEs gives the required parameters for284
the Matérn covariance of the underlying GMRF. The SPDEs can be solved using a fi-285
nite element approach, where the area can be represented by a mesh, with basis func-286
tion representations used to calculate the value at each mesh vertex. Thus the SPDE287
approach allows the mapping of a random field from discrete points to a continuous field288
by the use of a correlation matrix that describes how the data points interact, or specif-289
ically the range of interaction of the points, which will be reflected in the resulting spa-290
tial intensity. This therefore allows us to consider a spatially continuous field rather than291
discrete point information, which in an earthquake context allows us to infer something292
about areas which have not experienced earthquakes within any point data set and not293
just the areas which have. A continuous field model also allows us to see where the model294
performs well in terms of the deterministic covariates describing the intensity, compared295
to areas where the intensity is mostly described by the random field component. Simpson296
et al. (2015) proved that the SPDE method converged well for log-Gaussian Cox pro-297
cesses, and with minimal error in the posterior distribution due to the method.298
The mesh for the SPDE calculations is constructed using a restrained refined De-299
launey triangulation of a point dataset using the inla.mesh.2d function. The mesh bound-300
aries are determined by the extent of the point locations, with a coarser mesh outside301
extending slightly outside of this area to reduce edge effects. A more complex mesh may302
provide greater resolution but will require more computational power, so a compromise303
is required which will provide reasonable resolution at an acceptable cost. The mesh can304
be constructed from the point locations themselves, but this results in a finer mesh in305
areas of clustering and a coarser mesh in areas with few events, when the spatial struc-306
ture of most interest is likely to be somewhere in between these two extremes. As such307
we have chosen to specify the mesh domain as the spatial extent of the points rather than308
construct the mesh on the points themselves. This also makes models on different time309
periods more comparable where the point locations are likely to be different. A further310
consideration when constructing the mesh is the range of the Matérn correlation describ-311
ing the random field. The correlation range in the remaining spatial structure must be312
greater than the length of the mesh edges so that the resulting intensities are reliable.313
We construct and run the following models using the r package inlabru (Bachl et314
al., 2019) to fit LGCP models to the observed points using INLA. The inlabru package315
provides a user-friendly approach for using INLA for point process models, building on316
the R-INLA package (Rue et al., 2009; Lindgren et al., 2011; Martins et al., 2013). in-317
labru makes use of the sp package (Pebesma & Bivand, 2005; R. S. Bivand et al., 2013),318
using spatial data frames to handle data, and r packages raster (Hijmans, 2019), rgdal319
(R. Bivand et al., 2019) and rgeos (R. Bivand & Rundel, 2019) are also used for data wran-320
gling. All maps in this paper are constructed with the use of ggmap (Kahle & Wickham,321
2013) and tmap (Tennekes, 2018), with colour schemes from RColorBrewer (Neuwirth,322
2014). The process for fitting LGCP models in inlabru is straightforward. A model is323
constructed for the random field component, based on a user-defined mesh. An equa-324
tion describing the model components is defined, and an LGCP is fitted to this model.325
The LGCP fits can then be compared using DIC or by predicting the intensities that would326
be returned by the LGCP model. The predicted intensities can be a combination of all327
model components, or include only some of the modellers choosing. In this way, the ef-328
fect of adding different model components can be compared by studying changes to the329
predicted intensity of the model as a whole and also by looking at the random field alone,330
which will identify spatial variability that the deterministic components cannot explain.331
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2.2 Model comparison and DIC332
The deviance information criterion, or DIC, was developed by Spiegelhalter et al.333
(2002) as an alternative to the commonly used AIC. DIC is a measure that can be used334
to compare different models with varying numbers of parameters, designed as analogous335
to AIC for use with hierarchical models reflecting the trade-off between the ‘goodness336
of fit’ and model ‘complexity’. The DIC is the expected deviance, penalised by the ef-337
fective number of model parameters, which is a measure of the difference in posterior mean338
deviance and the deviance of the posterior means of the individual parameters. This pe-339
nalises more complex models similarly to AIC, therefore preferring the simplest mod-340
els that can explain the resulting data. DIC is designed specifically for hierarchical mod-341
els where the model is structured in such a way that there is structural dependence be-342
tween parameters, as is the case when we include parameter priors. The DIC is calcu-343
lated within the INLA and inlabru software (and similarly within other software used344
for Bayesian hierarchical modelling such as BUGS), making it a popular choice for model345
comparison in these contexts (Spiegelhalter et al., 2014).346
In this case the DIC is calculated at the posterior mean of the latent field and the
posterior mode of the hyperparameters. The deviance D is defined by
D(θ) = −2
∑
i
log p(xi|θ) (11)
The effective number of parameters pD is calculated using the trace of the prior preci-
sion matrix Q multiplied by the posterior covariance matrix Q∗
pD = n− tr{Q(θ)Q∗(θ)−1} (12)
where n is the number of observations, and the total model DIC is then
DIC = D(θ)− pD (13)
Rue et al. (2009) describe the full details of how DIC is calculated within the INLA soft-347
ware.348
The Collaboratory for the study of earthquake predictability (CSEP, e.g. Michael349
& Werner, 2018) aims to improve earthquake forecasting by testing earthquake forecasts350
in real time, with the future aim of extending this approach to full hazard models (Schorlemmer351
et al., 2018). CSEP tests earthquake forecasts using a variety of different tests, ranging352
from simple tests of the number of forecast events (the N-test), to comparisons of fore-353
cast likelihoods (L-test) and residual comparisons, with different testing centres using354
different testing approaches for the models they are assessing. The DIC is also a likelihood-355
based model assessment tool, making it similar in some ways to the CSEP L-test, ex-356
cept in this case we are applying the tests to spatial data patterns rather than prospec-357
tive or pseudo-prospective data at this time. We also compare the number of events ex-358
pected by each of our constructed models - the abundance of points obtained by inte-359
grating over our mesh intensity models - which is somewhat analogous to the N-test used360
by CSEP. Nevertheless, the optimization presented here is a necessary but not sufficient361
criterion to developing a true prospective forecasting model. In future work we will de-362
velop pseudo-prospective and ultimately prospective forecast models tests to allow com-363
parison with competing models in the CSEP framework.364
Throughout this work we use DIC as a tool for model comparison as a first test,365
and highlight other methods of comparing models and model outputs. Our aim is not366
to discriminate between models based solely on their DIC, but the DIC and number of367
events predicted by the LGCP model make a useful first pass for testing and compar-368
ing models.369
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3 Data types370
A huge benefit of the inlabru approach is in the ability to combine different data371
types within a model. The earthquakes themselves are described as points, and the de-372
terministic components of the model can be included as lines, polygons, maps or raster373
images with discrete or continuous variables. Constructed LGCP models can include any374
combination of these components, and the output of one model can be straightforwardly375
included in the next. Continuous variables can be included with the use of a function376
that returns the value of the variable at a given point in space. Categorical information377
can be added for data which takes the form of discrete layers. In the inlabru terminol-378
ogy these are termed ‘factor’ covariates, and we demonstrate their use in constructing379
a binary ‘fault factor’ below. We begin by outlining the different data sets that can be380
included in an inlabru model with application to several datasets for California. Further381
information on each of the data types is included in the supporting information.382
3.1 Earthquake Catalogue: Spatio-temporal point dataset383
We make use of various sub-sections of the UCERF3 catalogue which consists of384
events above a fixed magnitude threshold. An LGCP model aims to model spatially vary-385
ing intensity. The simplest possible LGCP model is one where we assume no known un-386
derlying spatial structure such that the intensity is a function of a Gaussian random field387
only. The smoothed seismicity model in Figure 1 is constructed in such a way, using a388
Matérn covariance for the random field. We see that the intensity model is behaving as389
we would expect, with high intensity in areas with a greater number of events.390
3.2 Fault maps: Polygon dataset391
Given that we know that the spatial distribution of observed earthquakes is related392
to underlying fault systems, we can include fault polygons in the model to see how well393
the fault locations account for the spatial distribution of events. The polygons are buffered394
as in the UCERF3 model. This is also the basis for our fault distance map which sim-395
ply returns the distance to the nearest map fault for any point within the area of inter-396
est.397
Alternatively, we consider two further covariates related to fault geometry. Since398
a significant number of events within the catalogue do not fall within the fault polygons,399
we can construct a fault-distance map which shows the distance from the nearest fault.400
As an alternative to the UCERF3 fault geometry, we also make use of the USGS Qua-401
ternary faults model (https://earthquake.usgs.gov/hazards/qfaults/background.php),402
which we shall refer to as ‘QFaults’. Figure 1 shows the different inputs for the models403
in this paper, including the two different fault geometries, the fault distance model and404
the other spatial components described below.405
3.3 Slip rate data: Spatial covariate or fault mark406
There are four possible slip rate models considered within the UCERF3 logic tree.407
To work with these, we can construct either factor or continuous maps of slip rates for408
the different fault polygons, where a factor map requires discrete levels of data. In this409
paper, we use continuous slip rate values for each individual fault, such that the log10410
slip rate is returned for any given point. Off-fault, the slip rate will be zero, so that we411
have essentially attached a value to each fault polygon only. Within the slip rate mod-412
els, the value of the slip rate at any given point will be returned instead of the binary413
classification used to identify if a fault is present. The slip rates for the NeoKinema model414
used throughout this work are shown in Figure 1.415
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Figure 1. Input model components used within this work. Slip rates and fault geometry from
UCERF3, Matérn smoothed seismicity created from UCERF3 M2.5+ dataset, distance to near-
est fault calculated from UCERF3 geometry. Strain rates from GEM strain rate model, where
we have used the log10 of these values. Qfault geometry from the USGS Quaternary fault model,
cropped around the study area.
3.4 Past seismicity: Continuous spatial covariate416
We use a subset of the UCERF3 data to construct a Matérn-smoothed past seis-417
micity model, by fitting an LGCP model to the point data alone and predicting the model418
intensity for events that occurred before our time period of interest. This allows us to419
use the observed past seismicity as a spatial covariate in future models, where we have420
smoothed the past seismicity by assuming the intensity is a function of a random field421
only. We can therefore construct a past seismicity map using any subset of the data such422
that the past seismicity does not include any events in the model itself. A past seismic-423
ity model for all M2.5+ created using Matérn smoothing is shown in Figure 1.424
3.5 Strain rate: Continuous spatial covariate425
We make use of the GEM strain rate model (Kreemer et al., 2014) which is a global426
strain rate model constructed with the use of deforming cells in areas of high strain. Since427
the UCERF3 data is not global and instead from a small area with a good catalogue,428
the combined model of past seismicity and strain rate may perform less well than the429
past seismicity alone over the short timescales considered here, especially considering the430
resolution of the strain rate map. Over longer timescales the strain rate map may prove431
more useful by adding information. Given the abundance of model inputs we have ac-432
cess to in California, the strain rates may or may not be beneficial to the model, but the433
INLA method allows us to compare the effect of including a strain rate component with434
the addition of more detailed fault information. This allows us to assess if the strain rate435
might contribute meaningfully to models for areas which lack fault slip rates. The GEM436
strain rate model for California is shown in Figure 1.437
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Table 1. DIC estimates for models of synthetic data uniformly sampled from fault polygons.
Model DIC ∆DIC Abundance
Random field + fault geometry 7178 0 498± 21
Fault geometry 7182 4 501± 23
Random field + slip rate 7785 607 510± 23
Random field only 7785 607 513± 23
4 Inversion of synthetic catalogues to demonstrate the method438
To demonstrate the capabilities of the inlabru method, we construct two synthetic439
datasets based on the fault geometry of UCERF3. Using the R package sp (Pebesma &440
Bivand, 2005; R. S. Bivand et al., 2013), we randomly sample a chosen number of points441
from the fault polygons. The first model uniformly samples from within the fault poly-442
gons while the second weights the number of points from each fault polygon by the slip443
rates. We set the number of randomly sampled events from polygons to 500, but for the444
slip-rate weighted synthetic data the number of events varies and is much smaller. To445
properly assess the models, we construct 50 random datasets for each model. To each446
of these synthetic datasets we then fit five models: a random field model, a model with447
fault polygons only, a model with fault polygons and random field, a fault model with448
slip rates and a fault model with slip rates and random field.449
4.1 Inversion of events randomly distributed on fault network450
Events are randomly sampled from the buffered fault polygons using the spsam-451
ple function. Figure 2 (left, top row) shows one random catalogue generated in this way452
and the resulting intensity predictions from the four constructed models. Table 1 shows453
the resulting model DIC values and predicted number of events from the LGCP fit as454
mean ± standard deviation for the dataset in Figure 2. The fault geometry model sig-455
nificantly improves upon the random field only model by accounting for much of the spa-456
tial distribution, but because the distribution within the fault polygons is random, the457
random field + fault geometry model performs the best. The model with slip rates per-458
forms better than the random field alone, as the slip rates are related to the fault loca-459
tions, but as the slip rates do not describe the observed pattern of events in space, the460
DIC of the slip rate + random field model is higher than that of the fault geometry model.461
If we compare the number of events predicted by each of the four models, all of the mod-462
els predict a reasonable number of events, given that 500 synthetic events have been used.463
The density plot in Figure 3 shows that the performance of the different models varies464
significantly with different randomly sampled events. The model with fault geometry over-465
laps almost entirely with the fault geometry and random field model, while the slip rate466
and random field and random field only models also overlap significantly. The slip rates467
alone do poorly in all fifty randomly sampled catalogues.468
4.2 Inversion of events randomly distributed on fault network weighted469
by slip rate470
For our second synthetic model, we construct a Log-Gaussian Cox model where the471
intensity consists of a Gaussian random field and the fault slip rates, where the slip rate472
component is similar in magnitude to the random field. This model is shown in Figure473
2(f). The points are sampled using a built-in inlabru function (sample.lgcp), which sam-474
ples around 160 events in each realisation, but the exact number varies. An example of475
the DIC results are shown in table 2, with these results corresponding to the intensities476
shown in Figure 2. The intensity range is extended by the inclusion of the slip rate model477
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Figure 2. Inversion of two synthetic datasets: event locations randomly sampled from the
full fault polygon set (a-e) and event locations sampled from a model of random field + fault
slip rates according to the NeoKinema slip rate model (f-j). The top row shows the locations of
synthetic events within the fault polygons. Plot (f) shows an example of the synthetic intensity
model, where the fault polygons contribute to different intensities and the scale bar shows the log
intensity of the synthetic model. Subsequent rows show predicted intensities for models of ran-
dom field only (row 2, b & g); models which only include fault polygons (row 3, c & h); models
with random field and fault polygons (row 4, d & i); and models with fault slip rates attached to
the fault polygons and with included random field (bottom row, e & j). The scale bar shows the
log posterior mean intensity.
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Figure 3. Densities of model DIC over 50 random samples from the fault polygons (a) and
weighted by the slip rates (b)
Table 2. DIC estimates for models of synthetic data sampled as a function of slip rates.
Model DIC ∆DIC Abundance
Random field + slip rate 3143 0 156± 14
Random field + fault geometry 3145 2 156± 10
Fault geometry only 3145 2 157± 12
Random field only 3155 12 155± 12
Slip rates only 3191 48 135± 13
(j), making the narrower ranges of models g-i appear almost uniform on the same scale.478
The number of modelled events in this sample was 155, with all but the slip rate only479
model giving a reasonable estimate of the number of events. It should not be surpris-480
ing that the fault geometry model also works well, given that the slip rates are each as-481
sociated with faults.482
In this case our model is constructed based on the fault slip rates and a random483
component, so we would expect the fault slip rates + random field model to perform best.484
The densities in Figure 3 show how the resulting DICs overlap significantly in this model,485
with the slip rate + random field model outperforming the fault model + random field486
model very slightly. The fault geometry and slip rate models without random field also487
perform well on some occasions, because the slip rate component of the intensity is larger488
than the random field and the slip rates are only associated with faults. This results in489
all 5 models having similar DIC values, because all 5 of the models go some way to ex-490
plaining the observed spatial distribution of events. In this case the small sample size491
may also contribute to the similar performance of each of the models, with the low num-492
ber of samples making it difficult to identify which model performs best.493
In both cases, the resulting DICs show a preference for the models including the494
underlying processes used to generate the dataset. In the randomly sampled model, the495
fault geometry model and fault geometry with random field are clearly the favoured mod-496
els, with overlap resulting from the random generation of events. For the slip-rate weighted497
points there is more variation, arising from the way in which the synthetic datasets are498
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constructed allowing more variation in the resulting catalogues. It is clear, however, that499
the inlabru method is able to identify models which perform well and are consistent with500
the underlying patterns used to create the datasets in these synthetic examples. Such501
consistency is a necessary (but not sufficient) criterion in assessing forecasting power Murphy502
(1993). We therefore feel confident in moving forward and applying the method to real503
data where the true model is not known a priori.504
5 Inversion of California dataset505
5.1 UCERF Fault models506
We first consider the fault geometries shown in Figure 1, using M5.5+ events. Fig-507
ure 4 shows the resulting intensities for five different models for real data in California:508
one with only a random field (top), one with each of the fault geometries only and one509
for each of the fault geometries with an included random field. The fault polygons are510
included in the model as a binary factor covariate, such that the model checks if a fault511
is present at any point in space but does not consider any of the other fault information512
at this point. Because of this binary approach, all faults have an equal weighting within513
the model, hence why the middle row shows all faults as the same colour. Including a514
random field in the models along with the fault geometry (bottom) allows the model to515
account for events which do not occur on a fault polygon, or where there is a significantly516
high number of events that the fault polygons cannot explain.517
The DICs for each of these models are shown in the top part of Table 3. The ran-518
dom field and fault geometry maps both have a lower DIC than the random field alone,519
suggesting that the inclusion of the fault maps improves the model’s ability to account520
for the locations of the events. The fault geometries alone are not as good for describ-521
ing the spatial location of events, while including the random field allows the models to522
account for extra spatial variation. We can also use the models to predict the number523
of events expected, given the fitted LGCP. These are shown as abundances in Table 3,524
where the mean and standard deviations are reported. There are 385 events in the UCERF3525
M5.5+ catalogue, so the random field and fault geometry models predict very good num-526
bers of events. The random field alone also predicts the correct number of events within527
one standard deviation, as do the fault geometry only models. By including a random528
field, we are accounting for the extra spatial variation that the fault map is missing, ei-529
ther as a consequence of the incompleteness of the fault map, the clustering of events530
or some combination of both.531
The fault polygons clearly improve the intensity model when combined with a ran-532
dom field, but to what degree? To investigate this we applied models to each of the fault533
geometry buffers (see Figure S2 in supporting information), for both UCERF3 fault ge-534
ometries, resulting in a total of 16 models, with half including a random field. The DICs535
for these models are reported in supporting material. Regardless of the buffer applied,536
the fault geometry and random field models perform better than the random field alone,537
with the fault geometry only models all performing worse. The combined buffer poly-538
gons perform better than the unbuffered polygons, or the uniform 1km buffer models,539
but the slightly better model appears to be the dip-dependent buffer, as this already does540
a good job of describing the spatial distribution of M5.5+ events. Fault geometry 3.2541
performs better than 3.1 because it accounts for the spatial locations of the events slightly542
better - 240 of the 385 M5.5+ events occur within the fault polygons of FG3.2, compared543
to 237 for fault geometry 3.1. To simplify our model testing, we use fault geometry 3.2544
for all further fault models, with the combined buffer applied.This allows us to use the545
UCERF3 slip rates, even though the QFault geometry is the better performer accord-546
ing to Table 3.547
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Figure 4. Inversion of fault models for two different fault geometries: UCERF3 fault ge-
ometry 3.2 and the Quaternary fault model (Qfaults). The top row shows the mesh used and
locations of M5.5+ events (a) and the inversions for the model which includes only the random
field (RF, b). The middle row (c, d) shows the resulting intensities for models of each of the
two fault geometries (FG), where these have been included as a binary factor (events are on a
fault or not). The bottom row (e,f) shows resulting model intensities for models which include
fault polygons for each geometry and a random field. The scale bar shows the log posterior mean
intensity.
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We can also add slip rates for each fault according to one of four slip rate models548
in UCERF3. A comparison of the four slip rate models demonstrates that the NeoKinema549
slip rate model performs best of the four models in terms of DIC (see supporting ma-550
terial, Figure S3). Using the M5.5+ data, we see that the DIC for the slip rate + ran-551
dom field model is lower than that of the random field only or random field + fault ge-552
ometry models, showing that the slip rates benefit the model.553
5.2 Combining components554
The true power of the inlabru approach is in the ability to construct models with555
different elements and compare their performance in terms of accounting for the spatial556
distribution of observed earthquakes. We construct 23 models containing combinations557
of the elements discussed above and shown in Figure 1, using the NeoKinema fault slip558
rates and fault geometry 3.2. The past seismicity model and distance to fault maps are559
created using events from 1984 to 2004 with M ≥ 2.5, while all of the above models560
are for earthquakes occurring between 2004 and 2011 in the UCERF3 catalogue. The561
DIC for these models is much higher than when using the M5.5+ catalogue due to the562
greater number of involved events. The mesh used for each model is constructed based563
on the entire UCERF3 catalogue to provide adequate spatial coverage, though the mesh564
used for the past seismicity is extended slightly to avoid artefacts at the edges of the mesh565
in the later models. In the following discussion, past seismicity refers to a map of Matérn-566
smoothed past seismicity (see Figure 1) and the fault factor refers to a binary factor co-567
variate which returns 1 in the event that any given point is within a fault polygon and568
0 elsewhere, therefore representing a fault map.569
Models with random field components perform significantly better than those with-570
out. The fault-distance is a more helpful inclusion for models with fault geometry than571
it is for models including slip rate. The fault-distance model provides similar informa-572
tion to the fault geometry model, but allows continuous variation with distance from the573
mapped fault location and so should be useful to both model types. This is potentially574
a consequence of the poor behaviour of the categorical fault factor rather than the in-575
herent utility of the fault distance map per se. The fault distance map is also limited by576
the resolution that can be achieved within the map, currently around 2.5km. This res-577
olution should be sufficient for the particular catalogue used here, where the majority578
of events outwith fault polygons have distances of ≥ 2.5km from the nearest fault poly-579
gon, but may be more challenging if many events are at very small fault distances.580
The combined model with past seismicity + fault distance + slip rate + strain rate581
+ random field performs best in terms of DIC. The model DICs tell us that past seis-582
micity is more helpful than the fault distance when combined with slip rate + random583
field. Past seismicity is better able to account for areas of spatial clustering than fault584
distance maps, but the fault distance maps can account for some fault and event loca-585
tion uncertainty, so are helpful for the model in terms of improving the DIC. This sug-586
gests that the fault distance map adds extra useful information to the model, even when587
the fault map used to create it is included. To our knowledge this is the first time this588
result has been demonstrated.589
The M2.5+ model contains significant clusters of events. To test if the model com-590
ponent performance is different at other magnitude cutoffs, we consider a catalogue of591
M4.5+ events, again using the split catalogue. The M4.5+ catalogue contains far fewer592
events, with only 127 earthquakes. Many of these are related to the M7.2 2010 El Mayor-593
Cucupah earthquake in Baja California. The location of these events and the five best594
models by DIC for each of these two datasets are shown in Figure 5. The two different595
data sets have different scales because of the different number of events, though the re-596
sulting intensity patterns are similar. The past seismicity + strain rate model performs597
well for both datasets in terms of its ranking. The slip rates (NK) perform better for the598
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Table 3. DIC results for combined models with M5.5+ (top) and M2.5+ (bottom), where ∆
DIC compares DIC for the ‘best’ model and δDIC compares DIC for the next best model.
M Model DIC ∆DIC δDIC
5.5 Random field + Qfault geometry 5849 0.0 0.0
Random field only 5919 70 70
Random field + UCERF3 fault geometry 5920 71 1
QFault geometry 6296 447 376
UCERF3 Fault geometry 6322 473 26
2.5 Strain rate + past seismicity + fault distance + slip rate + random field 54961 0.0 0
Fault geometry + past seismicity + slip rate + random field 55176 215 215
Past seismicity + strain rate + random field 55221 260 45
Past seismicity + strain rate + slip rate + random field 55239 278 18
Fault geometry + fault distance + past seismicity + random field 55255 294 16
Fault geometry + past seismicity + random field 55347 386 92
Fault distance + past seismicity + random field 55673 712 326
Fault distance + past seismicity + slip rate + random field 55685 724 12
Fault geometry + strain rate + slip rate + random field 55727 766 54
Fault geometry + strain rate + random field 55758 797 31
Past seismicity + random field 55979 1018 221
Past seismicity + slip rate + random field 55992 1031 13
Fault geometry + fault distance + random field 56185 1224 193
Strain rate + slip rate + random field 56231 1270 46
Strain rate + random field 56236 1275 5
Fault geometry + random field 56373 1412 137
Fault distance + random field 56472 1511 236
Fault distance + slip rate + random field 56479 1518 7
Slip rate + random field 56812 1851 333
Random field only 56821 1860 9
Fault distance only 109791 54830 52970
Past seismicity only 112361 57400 2570
Slip rate only 112697 57736 336
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M4.5+ dataset due to the higher slip rates on faults in the Baja California region, where599
the majority of M4.5+ events occur. This leads to the fault geometry being a stronger600
constraint on the resulting intensity as opposed to in the M2.5+ catalogue.601
As well as looking at the performance of different models spatially and their DIC,602
we can examine the posteriors of the different model components to see how much each603
component contributes to the intensities. This allows us to consider the contribution of604
individual components to the models and how this changes with different component com-605
binations. This is especially useful when we are using components that may account for606
similar spatial patterns.607
In the case of the M2.5+ model with the lowest DIC, the past seismicity and strain608
rate components contribute most significantly to the intensity with a posterior mean and609
standard deviation of 5.6±0.2 and 3.76±0.15 respectively, while the fault distance and610
slip rate components have a much smaller contribution at −0.076±0.005 and 0.009±611
0.007. The full posterior distributions can be found in supporting Figure S4. Table 3 shows612
that though the contributions of the fault distance and slip rate are small, they do im-613
prove the DIC of the model overall.614
In both datasets, the smoothed seismicity always improves the model DIC by ac-615
counting for some of the significant spatial clustering of events and by highlighting ar-616
eas where many events have occurred before. As the past seismicity includes smaller events,617
it can therefore account for very high intensity in areas which have experienced large earth-618
quake sequences in the past. The strain rate model also consistently performs well, both619
on its own and in combination with other components. The model of strain rate and past620
seismicity performs very well (Table 3), which is consistent with the Strader et al. (2018)621
assessment of the GEAR1 forecast. In this case, we can see from the output model in-622
tensity that the strain rate model is important for constraining the spatial limits of seis-623
micity in a way that other model components cannot. This suggests that the strain rate624
can contribute helpful information to forecasts, and the global availability of the strain625
rate map means this can be added to models for other regions where detailed informa-626
tion on faults may be unavailable or have higher uncertainty. Though the fault geom-627
etry and fault distance maps are not particularly useful on their own, they improve mod-628
els when they are included by accounting for some of the smaller spatial structure that629
is not defined by better performing components. The fault distance map may account630
for some of the uncertainty in the fault geometry, but it also improves models which oth-631
erwise only include the fault geometry, because it can account for the lack of events in632
the Northeast and Southwest of the map. The fault distance map is likely to be more633
useful in areas where the fault map is less complete or highly uncertain. It may also per-634
form better when fault buffers are smaller or not constrained by fault dips. The slip rates635
proved to have variable performance, proving useful for M ≥ 5.5 models (see also Sup-636
porting information figure S1) and in M4.5 models, but less useful for smaller events (Ta-637
ble 3).638
Component performances are ranked according to their individual performance and639
their performance in combination with other components considering both data sets. The640
availability of the model components is also considered, as are any alternatives that could641
be considered in model construction if the specific component is unavailable or as a com-642
parison. While the past seismicity is catalogue-dependent, it can be calculated for any643
region by fitting a random field to the point data. The fault geometry and slip rates are644
highly dependent on the area of study, but the fault distance map can potentially help645
to explain some of the spatial distribution of events where these components are incom-646
plete or unavailable. The random field from models with fault geometry and fault dis-647
tance components could help to identify areas in which the fault map is incomplete. The648
GEM strain rate model is a global strain rate model and is therefore available for any649
region, however the deforming cells at oceanic plate boundaries are poorly constrained650
which may lead to some model artefacts. This can be seen in our California example (Fig-651
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Figure 5. The five top performing models by DIC for M4.4+ seismicity (left, a-e) and M2.5+
seismicity (right, f-j). The scale bar shows the log posterior mean intensity. Intensity scales are
different for the two datasets given the different number of events. Model component perfor-
mance also varies depending on the dataset, with the fault slip rates proving more useful in the
M4.5+ seismicity leading to the prevalence of fault structures in the intensity maps.
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ure 1) as the thin blue stripe in the South of the map, which is the result of the plate652
boundary imposed by the modelling.653
This provides us with a foundation for building models for any region, by identi-654
fying which components work well and which components can be used in their place should655
they be unavailable, which is summarised in Figure S5 of supporting information. Ex-656
tending this approach by considering other data types and performance in other regions657
could prove valuable for constructing future earthquake forecasts in future work.658
5.3 Fault geometry, slip rates and their effects at different magnitudes659
We have considered so far the UCERF3 fault geometry and slip rate data, but the660
above comparisons of model component combinations at different magnitudes demon-661
strate that the slip rates may have different importance for different datasets. We test662
this by comparing slip rate and fault geometry models at different magnitude cutoffs.663
We also use a set of randomised slip rates, where the slip rates are randomly re-assigned664
to faults within the geometry, to test how much the usefulness of the slip rates is influ-665
enced by the actual slip rate values and how much is a function of the models ability to666
consider different faults more or less important. Finally we also include the QFault model667
as an alternative fault geometry. This combination of models allows us to assess the per-668
formance of slip rates and fault geometry as a function of the magnitude cutoffs and to669
further explore why different model components perform well or otherwise.670
Table 4 ranks each of the five models at several different magnitude thresholds, high-671
lighting changes to model ranking as a result of the changes in dataset. Lower magni-672
tude thresholds will result in catalogues with more significant clustering, but as men-673
tioned with the M4.5+ catalogue above, there may still be significant clustering even at674
higher magnitude cut-offs. Longer catalogues could help to minimise the effect of recent675
large sequences. The randomised slip rates will perform better when they better account676
for the observed seismicity at different cut-offs. In this case the randomised slip rates677
do not perform better than modelled slip rates at magnitudes M4+. This is consistent678
with the results for M2.5+ seismicity above, and suggests that the slip rates are more679
useful for describing the locations of large events. For events M4.5+, the slip rates per-680
form better than the fault geometry alone, but in each of these models the Quaternary681
fault model performs better than the UCERF3 fault geometry. Figure 1 demonstrates682
that the Quaternary fault geometry includes many faults to the Northeast which can bet-683
ter account for seismicity in this region. The UCERF3 fault geometry performs better684
than the Quaternary faults at lower magnitudes due to the changing number and dis-685
tribution of events. For larger magnitude catalogues, events not related to the UCERF686
geometry faults will be significant as a function of catalogue size, but this will be less687
true for smaller magnitude events (and therefore larger catalogues). This may also be688
related to the buffering of the fault geometries being different, with the fixed buffering689
of the Quaternary faults performing more poorly than the dip-dependent buffering in690
the UCERF geometry. The changes in model ranking at different magnitude cutoffs high-691
lights the effect of clustering and the inclusion of smaller events on model component692
performance and the complexity involved in constructing such models.693
In summary, models including the fault maps and strain rate data are always im-694
provements on the random field seismicity model alone, and add more information for695
larger magnitude thresholds. This is important for applications to seismic hazard, which696
is normally dominated by intermediate to large magnitude events, i.e. if the frequency-697
moment distribution takes the form of a pure power law or a power law with an expo-698
nential taper (e.g. Main, 1995). In this case there may be a minimum threshold for be-699
ing likely to be felt at a particular intensity likely to cause damage, often set at mag-700
nitude 5 for design of Nuclear Power Plants (Bommer & Crowley, 2017). In such cases,701
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Table 4. Fault model rankings at different magnitude cutoffs
Model M5.5+ M5.0 + M4.5+ M4.0+ M3.5+
UCERF faults 3 3 2 1 1
QFaults 1 1 1 2 3
NK slip rates 2 2 3 3 4
Randomised slip rates 5 5 4 4 2
Random field only 4 4 5 5 5
the analysis presented in Table 4 shows the fault map and strain rate data provide crit-702
ical constraints in describing the seismicity.703
6 Discussion704
6.1 Smoothed seismicity705
On short forecasting timescales, we should expect local clustering of earthquakes706
to dominate so we would expect recent smoothed seismicity models to be informative.707
On longer timescales we would expect the entire seismogenic region to be sampled so a708
longer sample may better account for longer-term trends in seismicity that are better709
captured by fault and strain rate maps. For time-independent forecasting, as long a sam-710
ple as possible should be used, so that the effect of short-term clustering is reduced and711
as many large events as possible are captured within the past seismicity model.712
The earliest models submitted to the Regional Likelihood Earthquake Model test-713
ing (RELM, a precursor to CSEP), were mostly constructed on the basis of some form714
of smoothed seismicity (Field, 2007), though some also included strain rates or geolog-715
ical information. The preliminary results for California found that the smoothed past716
seismicity model of Helmstetter et al. (2007) provided the best result of all submitted717
models (Schorlemmer et al., 2007; Zechar et al., 2013) whether aftershocks were included718
or not. Smoothed seismicity has also been found to perform well for forecasting when719
combined with strain rate (Bird et al., 2015; Strader et al., 2018) and when updated reg-720
ularly as part of one-day forecasts in New Zealand (Rhoades et al., 2018). Our results721
above demonstrated the utility of the past seismicity in spatial seismicity models, both722
individually and in combination with other components. We saw that including the past723
seismicity with other components always improved model DIC compared to models with724
the same components and no past seismicity. We are therefore quite confident that our725
results using the inlabru approach are consistent with findings well-documented elsewhere726
in the literature. Further, we have demonstrated that a Matérn smoothing of the spa-727
tial intensity is also suitable for describing past seismicity (see supporting material and728
Figure S7 for explicit comparison). The improved performance of the Matérn smoothed729
seismicity in the inla model may be a result of the alternative gridding - the Matérn smooth-730
ing is based upon a Delauney triangulated mesh constructed from earthquake locations,731
rather than a uniform grid. We propose that this may well influence the effect of the smoothed732
seismicity within the model. In particular, this may be interesting in settings where grid-733
ded smoothed seismicity has proved less useful to forecast models, such as in the Ital-734
ian CSEP tests (Taroni et al., 2018) which found recent smoothed seismicity to perform735
less well than a model which included more historic seismicity and fault locations. The736
inla framework would also allow the ranking of models containing each of these compo-737
nents as combining the components in one model is straightforward.738
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Figure 6. ∆DIC values for each fault in the UCERF3 catalogue, where the colour of the
fault reflects the change in total model DIC when it is removed from the fault polygons. The
locations of the M5.5+ events are shown in black, with the left panel (a) showing the results for
a model of slip rate fault polygons only and the model on the right (b) including a random field
component.
6.2 Slip rates in California739
Our results demonstrated that the slip rate performance is quite variable but gen-740
erally better for large events which are more likely to be independent. This would sug-741
gest that slip rates could be a valuable constraint for stationary, time-independent haz-742
ard models. To explore the full effect of slip rates on the model DIC, we remove each743
fault polygon from the model sequentially and record the DIC for each model to calcu-744
late a ∆DIC for each fault. We do this for two different model types to see the effect745
of including a random field and consider only events with M ≥ 5.5.746
Figure 6 shows the results for a fault model only (left) and for a model that includes747
a random field (right). High positive ∆DIC values suggest that a fault is important to748
the model, as removing it causes the total model DIC to increase relative to the model749
with all faults. Conversely, faults with negative ∆DIC values suggest that the overall750
model is improved by their absence. The models with fault slip rates alone return pos-751
itive ∆DIC values for 102 faults, while the models with random field return positive ∆DIC752
values for 286 of 320 faults. This suggests that the random field model finds all faults753
more valuable to the model than a model that includes slip rate alone, such that remov-754
ing any particular individual fault will have a similar effect on DIC, with a few excep-755
tions. Removing even the largest faults has little effect on DIC, while removing some of756
the smaller faults is more significant due to the greater number of events associated with757
them, as shown in Figure S8.758
The models that include the random field are more likely to have an increased DIC759
when faults are removed than the slip rate only model (Figure S8). Removing the faults760
from the model in this way does not affect DIC for the models for 95 models without761
random field component, but none of the faults have ∆DIC = 0 when a random field762
is included in the model, suggesting all faults have a contribution to the total DIC in the763
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Table 5. Seismicity models for July 2019 Ridgecrest sequence, where ∆ DIC compares DIC for
the ‘best’ model and δDIC compares DIC for the next best model
Model DIC ∆DIC δDIC
Past seismicity + random field 1006 0 0
Strain + random field 1097 91 91
UCERF faults + random field 1121 115 24
Quaternary faults + random field 1129 123 8
model with random field. Further, the faults with large ∆DIC for the models including764
a random field have a smaller ∆DIC than in models without a random field, such that765
removing any one individual fault will have a smaller effect on total DIC for a model with766
random field. It is also worth noting that the total DIC is always lower for models with767
a random field than models without. The random field is able to explain more of the spa-768
tial distribution than the slip rate model alone, such that removing any individual fault769
does not have a significant impact on resulting DIC. This is promising for areas where770
the fault map is less complete. These findings demonstrate that the slip rates in Cali-771
fornia cannot fully account for the observed spatial distribution of earthquakes. The slip772
rate or size of an individual fault does not correlate with the number of events occur-773
ring within the fault polygon.774
6.3 The 2019 Ridgecrest sequence775
The July 2019 Ridgrecrest sequence in southern California allowed us to apply the776
inlabru method to a recent event sequence. We used a catalogue of 1459 M2.5+ events777
that occurred between the 15th of June and the 15th of July 2019 retrieved from the USGS778
earthquake database. We consider events that fall within an area of -117 - -118 longi-779
tude and 35 - 37 latitude. Within our Ridgecrest catalogue, 985 events are not within780
a buffered UCERF3 fault polygon, with the remaining 474 events linked to 5 different781
fault polygons. The M7.1 event on the 6th of July and the M6.4 event two days previ-782
ously are not within any UCERF3 buffered fault polygon, with the largest event directly783
linked to a fault polygon being a magnitude 5.5 event on the Airport Lake fault. This784
motivated us to try the USGS Quaternary fault model as an alternative fault map.785
We constructed four models for seismicity during this time period, each including786
a random field and one spatial covariate: UCERF3 and Quaternary fault geometries,the787
GEM strain rate and a past seismicity model based on the entire UCERF3 catalogue and788
subsequent events (i.e. events from May 2012 - January 2019 as well as the UCERF3 events).789
All four models were compared to a random field only model and proved to improve the790
model DIC, highlighting that each of these covariates was helpful in describing the spa-791
tial patterns of seismicity.792
The past seismicity and strain rate models perform best according to the DICs recorded793
in Table 5, though the predicted intensity models show the grid pattern that comes from794
the spatial resolution of the input covariates. This gridding appears to benefit the mod-795
els, with high intensity areas falling within grid-squares with higher past seismicity. The796
area of the Ridgecrest events is a generally higher strain rate area than most of South-797
ern California. In both cases, increased resolution of the data may improve the perfor-798
mance, but we can see that the current resolution is enough to improve the model. The799
UCERF3 geometry outperforms that of the Quaternary faults, but this appears to be800
a result of the buffering applied: the larger buffers of the UCERF3 model allow it to ac-801
count for some of the events despite the lack of matching geometry (see supporting in-802
formation figure S6). The Quaternary fault model contains many smaller faults and it803
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Figure 7. Predicted field intensities for the Ridgecrest events for four different models:
a)UCERF faults, b) strain rate, c) Quaternary fault geometry and d) past seismicity. The scale
bar shows the log posterior mean intensity.
is likely that a larger spatial buffer on these faults would fill the area of the Ridgecrest804
events without necessarily accounting for the correct geometry. In this case neither fault805
map performs as well as the strain rate, which reinforces the usefulness of the strain rate806
in spatial models of seismicity. Choosing appropriate buffers for fault projections will807
remain an on-going challenge for fault-dependent models, but by including other com-808
ponents in a model the effect of incomplete fault maps or poorly chosen buffers can po-809
tentially be reduced.810
6.4 Current Limitations811
This paper is the first attempt at applying inlabru for modelling seismic hazard based812
primarily on existing functionality. There are currently several limitations that we are813
addressing in ongoing work. This will include extending the model to include magnitudes814
of events as marks jointly modelled with the random field. Event magnitudes are likely815
to affect the spatial correlation range of events, thus modifying the structure of our ran-816
dom field. They have been considered here in terms of the choice of catalogue only, with817
the magnitudes of individual events not considered in the model. The model will then818
be further extended to include time-dependence, which requires the model to be self-exciting,819
for example applying an ETAS model to the data. Further extensions to account for un-820
certainty in event location and in the various input parameters will also be considered,821
as well as the development of a robust model assessment and comparison approach so822
as not to rely so heavily on the DIC and number of events alone. (Marzocchi et al., 2012)823
suggest that when constructing hybrid models the correlation between included forecasts824
should be considered when weighting model components. The components of our mod-825
els are sometimes highly correlated, but the contribution from each component to the826
total mean intensity can be considered using the component posterior means. This al-827
lows us to identify under which circumstances the contributions of individual components828
are most significant to the observed intensity. Future work will make use of these com-829
ponent contributions in the construction of prospective forecasts of seismicity, and as-830
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sess the extent to which the inclusion of different (perhaps correlated) parameters affects831
the spatial distribution of forecast events. Nevertheless, we have presented a proof-of-832
concept for the inlabru method, demonstrating that it is a promising method that can833
be developed in future research. We have also used it to demonstrate several findings834
consistent with previous work, and some that are specific to the present work.835
7 Conclusions836
We have demonstrated for the first time that Log-Gaussian Cox process models for837
earthquake data can be constructed, fitted, and tested efficiently using integrated nested838
Laplace approximations in a purely data-driven approach. The inlabru approach and model839
framework allows the quick and easy construction of seismicity models that include var-840
ious different types of information, including fault polygons (with or without some at-841
tached mark of their own), derived products such as distance to the nearest fault, and842
spatially-continuous models, such as strain rate data and past seismicity. The inlabru843
approach confirms results from the literature in terms of the inclusion of past seismic-844
ity and fault information in seismicity models, allows the straightforward combination845
of different data types and allows the ranking of models by making use of the model DIC.846
Including strain rate data constrains the spatial limits of seismicity in California, while847
maps of distance to nearest fault prove beneficial even to models which also include the848
fault maps themselves by accounting for seismicity not associated with specific mapped849
faults. Further, the importance of information within individual components can also850
be tested, such as by considering changes to the model DIC when individual faults are851
removed. Such a framework allows the user to identify which model components truly852
benefit the model, the best combination of different model components, and to identify853
spatial areas in which their model is currently lacking by considering the random field.854
Acronyms855
LGCP Log-Gaussian Cox process856
INLA Integrated nested Laplace approximations857
GMRF Gaussian-Markov Random Field858
SPDE Stochastic partial differential equations859
DIC Deviance Information Criterion860
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